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David and Jane Marchant 3 The Pines 
  Fulbourn 
  Cambridge 
 CB21 5HZ 

 
16th March 2017 

 
Ms Julie Ayre  
Planning and New Communities,  
SCDC, South Cambridgeshire Hall 
Cambourne Business Park 
Cambourne,  
CAMBRIDGE, CB23 6EA 
 

 
Ref: S/0202/17/OL – Planning Application – Land at Teversham Road, 

Fulbourn for 110 dwellings 
 
Dear Ms Ayre, 
 
I write to object to this new planning application.    I will restate all of the 7 material 
planning objections in my letters of 3 November 2014 and 18 May 2015 (copies 
attached).  They related to the previous application (S/2273/14/OL) but are relevant to 
this extremely similar but nonetheless new application.   
 

1. Lack of long term maintenance and management 
Specifically  in my letter 3/11/14 (#6: Ref: surface water flooding) I pointed to the need 
for maintenance of the 3 drainage ditches, and provision in perpetuity for the developer 
to protect or insure these or other properties for their potential losses.   This was not 
addressed by Castlefields at the Appeal and it was clearly picked up by the Inspectors 
statement (Para’s 99 and 108) about lack of satisfactory long-term maintenance and 
management of these areas.   In this application, the only reference I can see is that in 
the Planning Statement 6.29, Castlefields have recognized (6.50) the risk to flooding and 
have proposed setting floor levels 300mm above ground levels.  They hope to provide a 
draft Section 106 just prior to the application being heard at any Planning Committee this 
way they hope to avoid the issue of provision in perpetuity e.g. to maintenance of 
clogging filters that will keep the 110 houses safe.  This is therefore not sustainable. 
 
Are Castlefields leaving this negotiation to the last minute on purpose – a fait accompli - 
perhaps, so the general public will not know what they are negotiating for?  
 
 
1.1 Surface Water Flooding 
Castlefields plans have gone to great extremes to show the measures to protect the 110 
houses from flooding by raising the houses 300mm and digging further trenches, rills, 
basins.   But please see earlier objection where I picked up this point that “The Pines” 
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where we live, are 1m below Cow Lane and have a pumping station to raise sewerage to 
the main road.  With the proposed newly constructed flood storage areas and obvious 
higher water levels shown in their pictures being adjacent to us, we are therefore more 
liable to have others’ “surface water run-on” - to our property. 
 

   
 

2. Access points 
2.1  Poor Well.   Again I refer to my second letter 18/5/15 where I reminded you and 

asked that Castlefields amend 
their original Design Access 
Statement (DAS) since they 
were planning access across 
Poor Well.  This as you are fully 
aware belongs to the parish as 
an amenity and Poor Well 
cannot be used by 
Castlefields.  It was discussed 
in depth at the Appeal and 
with full knowledge that they 
cannot use it.  Yet again, they 
have assumed access 
incorrectly – a total falsehood 
– which, with the artistic 
license on the pictures leads 
the reader astray.  I include 
their sketch and also draw 
attention to p44 where they state “Main pedestrian/cycle access is taken from Cow Lane 
via the Pump House Garden and Poor Well Water, which create green entrances to the 
development and short links to the village centre.  
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2.2 Teversham Road Access 
We should remind the Council that this is one very large cul-de-sac of 110 houses all 
vying to get out of the single access to Teversham road.    The transport statement 
implies that the original access is satisfactory or as an alternative a ghost right turn could 
be developed and “seemingly approved” in quite a narrow road.  Yet the fact that this 
exit creates a crossroads with Brunswick Court and in close proximity to a railway line has 
been completely ignored.  Every schoolday morning, the children’s buses stop directly 
over the road from the planned exit, I know because I have to overtake the stationary bus 
very carefully.  (I include their detailed drawing of the road layout Drg. No. B411/SK/09 
Rev 2 see below – where I have highlighted in yellow those two omissions)   
I fail to see how the Cambridgeshire County Council have approved this according to the 
Transport Assessment update by Cannon Jan 2017 and would like this reviewed between 
the hours of 8am and 9am at that very bus stop.  

 
 

2.3 Cox’s Drove 
On the remaining vehicular emergency access, from the end of the cul-de-sac into Cox’s 
Drove, a mere planter 100 mm high is proposed to stop the developments vehicles using 
this as their primary access.  Most modern day SUV’s and delivery vehicles would easily 
ignore this and use this access as a short cut.  A lockable bollard or equivalent should be 
included in the DAS.  The current proposal is therefore unacceptable.  
 

2.4 Other access points 
In the DAS p44, 45 the application includes the cycle / pedestrian access opposite Cow 
Lane/ Pierce lane junction again without pedestrian pavements.   
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3. Insufficient “real” data 
Of course all of the artistic drawings are “Illustrative Proposals”, ie meaningless, since a 
lot of this can be changed once outline planning permission has been approved, and 
probably will.  
 
It was established at the Appeal, that Castlefields International Ltd [who are only a front 
company for Hong Kong’s Hutchison Whampoa] have no experience of building houses in 
a location like this, and it must be very likely that they would sell it on to a developer 
once they have the outline planning approved, who will want their own spin.   There are 
so many ”reserved matters” quoted in this application that will only be dealt with at a 
later stage that we are no nearer to understanding the layout of any plan or the detail 
within it.    
 
For instance there are so many “artistic” pictures of different aspects that they seem to 
be tripping over each other.  For example if one superimpose Meadow Park, which is the 
stated wetland and surface water run off area, along with the drainage system – the 3 
bio-retention areas, and the present chalk stream, you find that the LEAP – the childrens 
play area - is placed on top of this.  [see Castlefields merged pictures below]   We know 
that this is currently the wet and flooded areas for part of the year at present – so not a 
good choice of location for children to play in.  

 
This lack of relevant planning data is the material reason why this application should be 
refused.   
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4.0 Landscape and Ecology issue 
 
Cutting the last piece of true Fen area off from the village - [See Castlefields Fig 2 
Landscape Character Plan] this clearly shows the Little Wilbraham Fen (District landscape 
Type 1) extending over the proposed development site - the last remnant of Fen pushing 
into the village.  This is part of a wildlife 'corridor' linking the Poor Well springs to the 
main part of the Little Wilbraham Fen – proposed to be cut off.  This is a further material 
planning reason why the Development should not proceed.    
 

 
 
 
Please bear in mind the above points in your consultation  
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
David Marchant   Jane Marchant  
 


